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UFS Explorer Professional Recovery is a software application built specifically for helping users recover lost or deleted data by providing automated data analysis and scanning modes.
Manage disk partitions from a user-friendly and accessible interface It sports a clean and straightforward interface that allows users to access files and folders from hard drives, flash
drives, memory cards, disk images, virtual image files, as well as RAID configuration items. Furthermore, you can use the hexadecimal viewer tool for viewing the disk partitions and
saving the image file from isolated disk partitions, perform automated searching operations for lost partitions, search for files and folders, view data size information before starting to
copy items, and test file system consistency for possible errors. Diagnose disk damage causes and scan for files to recover UFS Explorer Professional Recovery gives use the possibility to
define the scanning parameters, look for file system variations if you need to recover the previous file system state, save the scanning results, access files and directories on a virtual disk
or disk image. What’s more, the program features file data analysis, is able to diagnose the causes of data damage by analysing file and folder data allocation, and offers support for
RAID recovery functions. Other important options worth mentioning enable you to modify data on the source drives for repairing logical data structure defects, and create copies of any
supported storages on a hard disk. A disk analysis and recovery tool suitable for advanced users During our testing we have noticed that the tool carries out a task very quickly and
without errors throughout the entire process. All things considered, UFS Explorer Professional Recovery comes packed with many advanced recovery and analysis features, and is
suitable especially for more experienced users. It can help anyone try to recover lost files on their hard drive. Try the UFS Explorer Professional Recovery risk-free for 60 days After
buying, you can fully try UFS Explorer Professional Recovery risk-free for 60 days. If you’re not satisfied, we’ll refund you in full without any questions asked. You have nothing to lose.
It’s free. UFS Explorer Standard Recovery is a software application built specifically for helping users recover lost or deleted data by providing automated data analysis and scanning
modes. Manage disk partitions from a user-friendly and accessible interface It sports a clean and straightforward interface that allows users to access files and folders from hard drives,
flash drives, memory cards, disk images, virtual image files, as well as RAID configuration items. Furthermore,
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This software recovery application is designed for you to use and solve the error problems. The software features a disk partition scanner that will help you recover and undelete lost
partitions or recover partitions that are on your physical disk. This program is designed for home and business users to create a backup of important files and folders before they are
deleted. Beside this, the software can help you scan and undelete file errors by searching for lost files, and it will support recovery of RAID 0 and RAID 1 configurations of hard drives.
This software will have a pleasant user interface and many tools to help you recover data from all types of hard drives including USB sticks, SD cards, hard drives and even from virtual
images. Features: * Restore lost partitions or RAID * Recover deleted partitions from physical drives * Recover deleted partitions from a virtual hard disk * Create a RAID configuration
backup image * Scan partitions to find lost data * Restore data by mounting image * Recover partitions from memory card * Recover lost data from RAID * Browse to data by image *
Undelete lost partitions * Test file system consistency * Undelete files from FAT, NTFS, FAT32 * Scanning options * Hard drive scan * RAID 1 scan * RAID 0 scan * Scan and
undelete lost partitions * Undelete file * Undelete file from partition * Undelete file from virtual image * Undelete file from memory card * Undelete file from image * Undelete file
from image on a hard drive * Undelete file from image on USB * Undelete file from image on Virtual Drive * Undelete file from image on Virtual Drive * Undelete file from image on
virtual hard disk * Undelete file from image on virtual hard disk * Undelete file from image on USB * Undelete file from image on USB * Undelete file from memory card * Undelete
file from memory card * Undelete file from virtual image * Undelete file from virtual image * Undelete file from virtual hard disk * Undelete file from virtual hard disk * Undelete file
from virtual image * Undelete file from virtual image on a hard drive * Undelete file from virtual image on a hard drive * Undelete file from virtual image on USB * Undelete file from
virtual image on USB 77a5ca646e
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Automatically detect file type Enables you to detect and locate any file type quickly and easily. Quickly find Windows and Linux files, and even detect various file types. Data analysis
Display the volume and file/folder attributes Displays the file attributes on the source file, along with detailed information about the file including: size, date created, file name,
permissions, ownership, extended attributes, data fragmentation, and security permissions. Duplicate files finder Allows you to find identical and duplicate files within a file system.
View directory entries Displays the files and sub-directories on the source volume. You can also see files by extension, size, date created, and file name. Support for many file systems
Recovers the files and folders from the following file systems: NTFS, FAT, FAT32, HFS, HFS+, exFAT, HPFS, ISO9660, UFS, VFAT, ext2, ext3, ext4, and ext4+ Clone file/folder
Recovers the file/folder contents from a virtual disk or disk image. In addition, you can also clone the file/folder attributes. Check volume disk space Gives you the possibility to view the
volume free space. In addition, you can also manage the volume free space and other disk resources. Saving results Allows you to recover files from a virtual disk or disk image. Save the
results to a text file, and even send it by email. Check system consistency Repairs the file system consistency of the source volume. Create copies Saves the file/folder data on a virtual
disk or disk image. Diagnose disk damage causes and scan for files to recover Analyze and repair file/folder data in case of logical data structure damage. Scan for lost files and folders
The program is able to search for lost files and folders and show their data on a virtual disk or disk image. Analyze file system consistency When scanning the file system, the software
displays the file system state for the source volume. Award Winning Data Recovery Software: Over the last 10 years we have delivered thousands of successful recoveries from all kinds
of data storage devices. We are experts in hard drive recovery, recovery from broken/damaged storage devices, and recovery from formatted devices. We get results! Automatic Hard
Drive Recovery: All items in the drive are scanned in real time and displayed
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System Requirements:

Windows 7/8/10 64bit Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600 @ 2.4GHz Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000 (NVIDIA) or ATI X1200 DirectX: Version 9.0c
Network: Broadband Internet connection Hard Drive: 10 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card Installation Support The MODs are compatible with the English
version of Fallout 4 and will install the game’s original language files. Since the original language files
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